Beautiful Friezes of Greek Parthenon to Grace College Walls

Through the generosity of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Watkins, the Faculty of Teachers' College has again become the recipient of a beautiful piece of art, as the college has accepted the frieze from the most famous Greek temple, the Parthenon.

Mr. T. Cassidy, art instructor, made the presentation before the college students, and gave the following address:

"This great architectural achievement stands on the Acropolis at Athens, the world's most famous building site. It is considered the most beautifully proportioned building in the world, according to the Doric order of Greek architecture, and was built in the 5th century B.C. — the best period of Greek art. This temple was erected in the time of Pericles (495-429 B.C.), dedicated to Athena Parthenos, the goddess of wisdom, power, peace, and victory.

"The famous frieze which runs around on the top of the cell wall is a continuous hand of low relief representing the great procession held every four years in honor of Athena. On the western side of the temple, the procession is forming — youths are lining their sandals, holding their horses' bridles, and being accompanied by engineers and marshals. On the two long sides, the procession moves in parallel files and terminates in a great central group at the eastern and over the principal entrance of the temple.

"The original is 525 feet long, but only a portion of it remains in existence. The western frieze, excepting a portion of its original position, and the greater portion of that belonging to the northern frieze, lies in the British Museum, while small fragments, including the exception of eight fragments of the eastern frieze in Louvre, is in the Louvre Museum.

"The reproduction of this great sculpture will hang on the college walls outside President Maxwell's office.

DEBATE TEAMS MEET OUTSIDE OPPONENTS

The college debate teams debated outside opponents for the first time last week. The six debates were against Eastern Minnesota Conference teams, and consisted of Mr. Streiff and Mr. Arbingast from the affirmative team, and Mr. Johnson and Mr. Nelson from the contrary team.

Mr. Streiff leaves after long faithful service

Mr. Streiff has helped to secure extensive improvements in the building industries, and has been a valuable asset to the college for the last 24 years. During this time, he has been responsible for the construction of the new buildings, the renovation of the old ones, and the development of the campus grounds. He has been a model teacher and administrator, and has been a source of inspiration to his students.

Mr. T. M. Cassidy, art instructor, presented Mr. Streiff with a gold watch and a gold medal as tokens of appreciation for his long and faithful service. Courtesy, thoroughness, and fairness have been the hallmarks of his work, and he has been a credit to the college.

Mr. French comments on teachers investments

Mr. A. T. French of the mathematics department has commented on the need for teachers to invest their savings. He believes that the government should provide a pension system for teachers, and that the state should provide a program of funds set aside by the legislature for this purpose. Teachers have the privilege of doing senior high school work, and the results were

College receives beautiful gift from Mr. and Mrs. Paul Watkins

The college received a beautiful gift from Mr. and Mrs. Paul Watkins, a large frieze from the Parthenon in Greece. The frieze is a beautiful example of Greek art, and the college is fortunate to have received it. The frieze will be displayed in the main hall of the college, and will serve as a reminder of the rich heritage of Greek culture.
Can our education stand the true test? Are we better company for ourselves? Could we relax in meditative thought for a definite period of time? Are our lives resourceful enough to provide the right kind of preparation for the many roles in life and its meaning? These are questions which must be answered to determine the ultimate value of one’s education. Perhaps we may call these the first considerations also, for only after such deliberation on our part do the service and the social elements follow in their true sequence.

To much stress is often laid on “service” and “society.” We are exhorted to play our parts as “servants of the public” — your time belongs to the community. Future teachers, particularly, are urged to assume this responsibility.

It is, however, only (if an overflowing wealth within ourselves) that we can contribute worthily to society. Would we not be more interesting to others if we had stood the test of being good company for ourselves? Would we not be more fruitful because of those hours of meditation? Giving out of our fullness of spirit and feeling will benefit the world far more than squeezing a few drops from a meager fund of intellectuality. Have you really realized the facility with which you perceive superficialities in many of your “superiors” — people who are “supposed to know”? Have you many times during your school years been heartily grateful for instructors in whom you have felt confidence — confidence that they have much worthwhile to offer without completely exhausting themselves.

Let us, then, profit by these observations and conclusions. The poetical writing of the winter’s mile was meant for an education within definite limits. Being poor and needy with regard to material means should not be considered in the same light that being destitute in spirit is considered. Our education, if rightly applied, should help us to store up heaps of treasure within ourselves. — V. A.

**PARTICIPATION IN OUTDOOR SPORTS**
The old saying “all work and no play makes Jack a dull boy” is indeed true. Yet, this need not be the case even in the coldest weather. For the coming of snow brings with it many enjoyable recreations. Then as at no other time of the year can young people enjoy whole-some exercise with the companionship of others. Skating, sleighing, tobogganing, hiking, and sleigh ride parties are only a few of the sports the winter season offers. Besides these, there are various indoor sports chief of which is basketball.

Outdoor sports are valuable not only for their health value, which is undoubtedly of great importance, but also for use as a recreation and a means of spending leisure time. Hour and a half would otherwise be filled away can be made to yield large returns in the matter of health and enjoyment if spent on the ice. The question of expense is not a sine qua non.

Rosy cheeks, a “wolfish” appetite, and a feeling of a general well-being are results of hours spent in the out of doors.

**ODE TO POSTURE**
Good Posture is an asset Which very few possess. Bad to relate, the favored ones Seem to be growing less. Well, this is it — some of our young people All slumped down in a heap And the way that people navigate Is enough to make you weep. Some elevate their shoulders Some hollow in their backs Some stiffen up their muscles And some just plain relax.

If you could cut a figure In business, sport or school, Just mind the Posture precepts, Obey the posture rule. Don’t thrust your head out torture. Don’t bend your shoulders so; Don’t sag, and draw yourself around. No style to that you know. Get uplift in your bearing, And strength and spring and vim; No matter what your worries, To slouch won’t alter them. Just square your shoulders to the world, And you’re not the sort to quit. It’s the way we carry it.”

**DO YOU WISH TO JOIN**
Have you heard the latest? Well, is it this — of our young athletes, not having much on their minds, have started a Sewing Circle. It hasn’t been announced who is to be eligible for this circle. But Harry Meyers is already a prominent member, and more than likely will be its first President, ably assisted by his sidekick, Tom Kowaltson. One queer thing about this circle is that it does not make new garments, but sees the trousse on finished products, such as pajamas. Wishing to try out some novelties bought at the Intermediate State, Harry and Tom sewed together, neatly and painstakingly, the clothes of Stanley Arbingast’s bed. Thinking the lamp shades don’t suit them, they adorned them with a few of Stanley’s ties. Such a helpful organisation as this needs cooperation, as it is hard to find people who have been noise about that try-outs will be held for those wishing to be eligible for this circle. Good Posture is an asset which very few possess. Bad to relate, the favored ones seem to be growing less. Well, this is it — some of our young people all slumped down in a heap and the way that people navigate is enough to make you weep.

Some elevate their shoulders Some hollow in their backs Some stiffen up their muscles And some just plain relax.

**THE TEST OF EDUCATION**
Can our education stand the true test? Are we better company for ourselves? Could we relax in meditative thought for a definite period of time? Are our lives resourceful enough to provide the right kind of preparation for the many roles in life and its meaning? These are questions which must be answered to determine the ultimate value of one’s education. Perhaps we may call these the first considerations also, for only after such deliberation on our part do the service and the social elements follow in their true sequence.

To much stress is often laid on “service” and “society.” We are exhorted to play our parts as “servants of the public” — your time belongs to the community. Future teachers, particularly, are urged to assume this responsibility.

It is, however, only (if an overflowing wealth within ourselves) that we can contribute worthily to society. Would we not be more interesting to others if we had stood the test of being good company for ourselves? Would we not be more fruitful because of those hours of meditation? Giving out of our fullness of spirit and feeling will benefit the world far more than squeezing a few drops from a meager fund of intellectuality. Have you really realized the facility with which you perceive superficialities in many of your “superiors” — people who are “supposed to know”? Have you many times during your school years been heartily grateful for instructors in whom you have felt confidence — confidence that they have much worthwhile to offer without completely exhausting themselves.

Let us, then, profit by these observations and conclusions. The poetical writing of the winter’s mile was meant for an education within definite limits. Being poor and needy with regard to material means should not be considered in the same light that being destitute in spirit is considered. Our education, if rightly applied, should help us to store up heaps of treasure within ourselves. — V. A.

**BEAUTY**

**A SORRY SIGHT**
A glory of a sun dyed sky
A tender dew washed lawn
A dryad of a wakening tree
And we call it dawn.

**A GLORY OF THE SUN**
A glory of a sun dyed sky
A dryad of a wakening tree
And we call it dawn.

**A SEASONING OF FRAGRANT FLOWERS**
A seasoning of fragrant flowers
A dryad of a wakening tree
And we call it dawn.

**THE KETTLE DRUM**
The kettle drum, military drum and symphony, for its instrument was played alone first, and then it was used in a selection so that listeners might distinguish. Compositions of Berlioz and Schubert were performed by the Symphony Orchestra, concluded the hour.

Mr. Grimm made the lesson momentous by bringing out the room pictures of composers, charts of instruments and of seating for a symphony orchestra.

**NEXT YEAR’S STAFF ARE TO TAKE OFFICE SOON**
When the new Winonan staff which is to take charge of the paper in March was elected, it was revealed that Evangeline Wein, present editor-in-chief, was re-elected to fill that position. Elected to assist Miss Wein, are Maeb Green and Sara Sill.

Other positions are to be filled by the following: Iona Kirch, women’s sport editor; Jessie Perry, music editor; Janet Collin, feature editor; and Iyses Whitesc, exchange editor.

**THE TEST OF MUSIC**
For the things of every day
God gave us speech in the com-
For the deeper things men think
He gave the poet words to reveal
But for heights and depths no word
He gave Music, the soul’s own language.

The capacity to listen to music is just as great a proof of musical taste as to play upon an instrument or ability to sing when unaccompanied by that ability. There is a nerve reaction to music.

To help “develop an intelligent audience” and to promote appreciation and worthy appreciation lessons. To say the last half hour was intensely interesting. The first half hour was devoted to study of the flute and clarinet, illustrated with compositions of Tchaikovsky, Gluck, and Liszt. The second half dealt with the percussion instruments such as the kettle drum, military drum and symphony. For its instrument was played alone first, and then it was used in a selection so that listeners might distinguish. Compositions of Berlioz and Schubert were played by the Symphony Orchestra, concluded the hour.

Mr. Grimm made the lesson momentous by bringing out the room pictures of composers, charts of instruments and of seating for a symphony orchestra.

**THE INTERMEDIATE GRADES GIVE PARTY**
A very attractive Valentine Party was given for the entire college by the Intermediate Grades Club on Saturday evening, February 8, in the college gymnasium.

Miss Miss Kavanagh, Intermediate Grades Supervisor, deserves much credit for the success of the party. Potluck helped reach the ends who worked long and faithfully in preparation for the event.

The decorations were very beautiful. The gymnasium had been decorated in violet and white. The decorations were made of paper flowers, crape paper tassels, plaques, and borders of celeste blue and violet. The table decorations were made of paper flowers, crape paper tassels, plaques, and borders of celeste blue and violet.
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**GRADUATION annoys the world.**
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Can our education stand the true test? Are we better company for ourselves? Could we relax in meditative thought for a definite period of time? Are our lives resourceful enough to provide the right kind of preparation for the many roles in life and its meaning? These are questions which must be answered to determine the ultimate value of one’s education. Perhaps we may call these the first considerations also, for only after such deliberation on our part do the service and the social elements follow in their true sequence.

To much stress is often laid on “service” and “society.” We are exhorted to play our parts as “servants of the public” — your time belongs to the community. Future teachers, particularly, are urged to assume this responsibility.

It is, however, only (if an overflowing wealth within ourselves) that we can contribute worthily to society. Would we not be more interesting to others if we had stood the test of being good company for ourselves? Would we not be more fruitful because of those hours of meditation? Giving out of our fullness of spirit and feeling will benefit the world far more than squeezing a few drops from a meager fund of intellectuality. Have you really realized the facility with which you perceive superficialities in many of your “superiors” — people who are “supposed to know”? Have you many times during your school years been heartily grateful for instructors in whom you have felt confidence — confidence that they have much worthwhile to offer without completely exhausting themselves.

Let us, then, profit by these observations and conclusions. The poetical writing of the winter’s mile was meant for an education within definite limits. Being poor and needy with regard to material means should not be considered in the same light that being destitute in spirit is considered. Our education, if rightly applied, should help us to store up heaps of treasure within ourselves. — V. A.
We can not set aside one week of the year and call it Health Week. Every day we should be conscious of various Hygienic laws which will enable us to "live best and serve most." The week of Feb. 28th has been determined Health Week, merely to prepare us to see how in may improve our proficiency and perhaps revise our philosophy of living.

The purpose of this Health Week is to form us to proper health habits and set a proper standard of living. It is hoped that a carry over for value of health habits in knowledge will be developed. Without this carry over the purpose of Health Week would be unfulfilled.

One can not abide by rules of health for one week and forget them the next. They must be adhered to faithfully until the habit has become established lengths of time. If you wish to derive any value from them. They are not to be cast off as old garments for they bring an increase rather than a diminishing of worth the longer they are kept.

During this week it is being attempted to acquaint the individual with the various exponents which make up a sound body and a sound mind. The slogan is "Abide by our suggestions and improve in proficiency."

Visit the Foot Clinic in room 134. There you will find samples of approved shoes and it will be possible to receive suggestions and advice as to the purchase of suitable shoes for your feet. You will be given an opportunity to use our new Pedograph and see the impression of your foot as it really is.
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OUTLINES TENDENCIES IN TEACHER TRAINING

The most significant advance in the field of teacher training in the past year, according to President George Willard Frasier of the Colorado State Teachers College, writing in the February Journal of the National Education Association, has been the accrediting of teacher training institutions by the American Association of Colleges. A department of the National Education Association, President Frasier's statement is a review of teacher training activities in 1928.

"The attempt to set definite standards for teachers' colleges is proving an excellent means of bringing these schools to a higher level of educational efficiency," says Mr. Frasier.

"In the training school field, the report continues, "the tendency at present is to increase the amount of student teaching where this type of work is being done. There is no question in the minds of many educators as to the value of student teaching but in those schools where it is required the tendency is to have the student teach for several consecutive hours instead of a few minutes each day."

"Another noticeable tendency is the attempt to put student teaching into public school conditions. It is felt that students get more training by teaching under public school conditions than they get under the artificial conditions of the training school. The National Association of Supervisors of Student Teaching, which deals actively with the problem of student teachers in the training school, has become a department of the National Education Association and is beginning to make itself felt in this field. Three institutions are providing training for teachers who plan to go into the field of supervision of student teaching."

STRESSES SOCIAL AIM OF SCHOOL ATHLETICS

"Interscholastic athletics should be regarded primarily as a social rather than a physical phenomenon," writes Henry S. Curtis, director of hygiene and physical education for the schools of Missouri, in the February Journal of the National Education Association.

"They lie, quite as much," says Mr. Curtis, "in the field of ethics and sociology as in the field of physical education. The physical development of a football hero may not be for modern life, its aggressiveness, its selfconfidence, its social contacts, its travel, its facilities for getting people to do certain things which the schools do not aim to prepare them for. We need not be surprised if overseas observers accustomed to a system of secondary education whose primary aim is scholarship should fail to understand our American institutions.

"While the old world has perfected its notion of a lengthened period of training for those who wish to become scholars, America has developed the ideal that a longer period of guidance is important for all youth. A more injurious effect, however, is that the publicity in connection with athletic contests often distorts educational values to such an extent that the high school appears a mere appendage of the football stadium as the high school sports of tomorrow may be as important as the bright; the wayward as well as the exemplary. The working out of this new ideal is still in its pioneer stage, but it has already borne fruit beyond the dreams of its sponsors."

ARE YOU FORMING PROPER HEALTH HABITS?

1. Eight hours of sleep.
2. Eat plenty of fresh fruit and vegetables.
3. Drink eight glasses of water daily.
4. One hour of outdoor activity daily.
5. One shower or tub bath a day.
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Primary Club Members Enjoy Unique Party

As if by magic the members of the Primary Club became children again on Friday night. About eighty members of the club attended the kid party, in the social room at Shepard Hall, from 6:00 to 7:00 P.M. Everyone came dressed appropriately for the occasion. Some were clad as "fancy little girls and boys", and others as "tomboys". The clever costume added greatly to the amusement and success of the party.

A program consisting of dialogue, songs and recitations, was given. The "children" were all interested in listening to the story of Little Red Riding Hood. Games suitable to the age of the children were played. Children always seem to enjoy eating. Consequently this group was very happy to partake of the delicious two course supper which was served.

After supper the time was pleasantly spent by writing in the club's memory book, playing games and dancing. Music was furnished by some of the capable pianists of the club.

Primary Club Members Enjoy Unique Party

Primary Club members enjoyed a unique party on Friday night. About eighty members of the club attended the event, dressed appropriately for the occasion. Some were dressed as "fancy little girls and boys," and others as "tomboys." The clever costume added greatly to the amusement and success of the party.

A program consisting of dialogue, songs, and recitations was given. The "children" were all interested in listening to the story of Little Red Riding Hood. Games suitable to the age of the children were played. Children always seem to enjoy eating, so this group was very happy to partake of the delicious two-course supper which was served.

After supper, the time was pleasantly spent by writing in the club's memory book, playing games, and dancing. Music was furnished by some of the capable pianists of the club.